BUSINESS AND WELFARE STATE DEVELOPMENT
Why Did Employers Accept Social Reforms?
By THOMAS PASTER*

INTRODUCTION

HOW do business groups perceive the adoption of public programs that offer social protection to workers? The conventional view of business as being opposed to social protection, implied in accounts emphasizing labor power or the autonomy of government bureaucracies,1 came under challenge in recent years from what this article terms the business interests thesis. The thesis suggests that the adoption or expansion of social programs often stems from the power of business interests, rather than from their weakening.2 This view implies that differences in the generosity and characteristics of social programs reflect, to a significant extent, differences in business preferences. Historical institutionalist and power resource scholars have taken issue with this approach on both empirical and theoretical grounds, as they have questioned the importance of employers’ impact on reforms as well as the specification of business preferences and strategies in business-centered accounts.3

In this article, I take issue with the business interests thesis and offer an alternative explanation of business support for social policy expansion.
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Building on a cross-temporal comparison of different periods in the development of the welfare state in Germany, the article investigates why employers took different policy stances in different periods. Why did employers support some reforms but not others? The article challenges the assumption frequently made in employer-centered accounts, that employers backed social reforms because they expected economic benefits in terms of greater labor productivity or efficiency. Similar to studies by Hacker and Pierson and by Korpi, I argue that changes in political context induced major business groups to change their social policy attitudes.

In diverging from their accounts, however, I argue that business support for social reforms reflects a response not only to the strength of labor or other pro-welfare actors but also and equally importantly to the character of the political challenges that business confronts. The article distinguishes between two types of challenges: revolutionary and reformist. Revolutionary challenges are the result of anticapitalist movements that are strong enough to cause political instability; reformist challenges are the result of initiatives for social reform that threaten to raise labor costs or restrict entrepreneurial freedom. Employers’ attitudes toward social policy expansion will vary depending on the type and the strength of the challenge they confront. To describe this variation in employers’ goals and motives, the article uses two concepts: social pacification and policy containment (see Table 1).

Political and economic elites have two options for dealing with revolutionary challenges: repression and pacification. Repression means imposing constraints on the scope for political activities of opposition groups; pacification means granting rights or benefits to discontented groups in order to erode support for revolutionary movements. Only authoritarian regimes have the capacity for effective repression; liberal-democratic regimes do not. Thus, in a context where repression is either unavailable or appears insufficient, pacification offers an alternative way to maintain political stability.

I argue that those rare cases where business interests actively promoted the adoption or expansion of public social programs reflected such a strategy of pacification. Fear of expropriation or loss of entrepreneurial freedom is the main motive behind business advocacy of welfare expansion. A necessary condition for this strategy of pacification is the existence of a credible anticapitalist force of sufficient strength. If this argument holds, we should not expect to find evidence of business
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groups actively promoting the adoption or expansion of public social programs in the absence of such a force.

The second business strategy in welfare state politics is policy containment, that is, limiting the scope and generosity of proposed social reforms. This is business’s default strategy when facing a reformist challenge. Such a challenge exists if, in the absence of a revolutionary challenge, other actors promote the adoption or expansion of social programs and these plans appear likely to succeed. In such a situation, employers will try to limit the reform effort by promoting policy choices that are less costly to them but that still appear capable of winning a majority. If neither a revolutionary nor a reformist situation exists, employers will remain passive on issues of welfare state expansion and will not promote expansionary reforms. In other words, to use the terminology suggested by Walter Korpi, employers are protagonists of social protection in revolutionary situations, consenters in reformist situations, and opponents if neither situation exists.

The strategies of pacification and containment differ in their impact on reforms. In the case of pacification, employers genuinely propel the adoption of labor-friendly policies; in the case of containment, they obstruct it. In the case of pacification, employers act proactively; in the case of containment, they merely respond to proposals put forth by others. In the case of pacification, employers’ political interventions boost welfare state generosity; in the case of containment, they constrain it.

This article tests the validity of this model based on an in-depth analysis of Germany and on two shadow cases, Sweden and the United States. The choice of Germany meets the criterion of a difficult case, a case that one might not expect to fit the article’s argument. In comparative political economy, Germany is often identified as a paradigmatic case of a type of market economy where social protection fits the needs

---
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### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Political Context</th>
<th>Role of Business</th>
<th>Impact of Business on Welfare State Expansion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pacification</td>
<td>revolutionary</td>
<td>proactive</td>
<td>propels expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Containment</td>
<td>reformist</td>
<td>defensive</td>
<td>limits expansion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BUSINESS INTERESTS AND THE WELFARE STATE

Employer-centered accounts of welfare state development often focus on sectoral differences to identify the sources of employers’ social policy preferences. They often highlight differences in interests such as those between tradable and sheltered sectors,10 between high-skill and low-skill sectors, or between large and small firms.11 According to these accounts, social reforms are often the product of cross-class alliances that result from these sectoral cleavages of interest.12

6 Hall and Soskice 2001.
7 See, for instance, Hassel 2007; Thelen 2001; and Wood 2001.
8 This argument is highlighted, for instance, in some of the work by Isabela Mares. See Mares 2003a, 250–51.
9 The analysis of the German case builds on my research published in Paster 2009; Paster 2011; and Paster 2012. The analysis excludes the Nazi period, because the Nazi regime did not allow any independent form of political interest representation. For this reason, we have no credible sources of data about the opinions of German employers on the social policies of the Nazis.
10 Swenson 1991, 531.
11 See, for example, Mares 2003b, 237–43; Quadagno 1984, 646.
12 See, for example, Jenkins and Brents 1989; Levine 1988 on the US New Deal reforms; and Hellwig 2005, 114, on the introduction of unemployment insurance in the UK.
The article takes a different approach: it analyzes variation across time, rather than across sectors or countries. I argue that if we look at changes in employers’ social policy attitudes across time, rather than across sectors, the role of political constraints in shaping their goals and strategies becomes evident. This holds true for both long-term and short-term changes. The shift from pacification to containment becomes visible only over the long run. In the Wilhelmine Empire (1871–1918) and the early years of the Weimar Republic, pacification and fear of socialism were the main concerns motivating business support for social reforms. As shown in the empirical analysis, with the reformist transformation of the labor movement, containing reform efforts became the dominant goal of employers.

The analysis of short-term changes in policy positions allows us to control for factors that are likely to change only over a long period. Changes in economic structure, for instance, are unlikely to explain short-term shifts in policy positions, as these changes are likely to occur slowly. Similarly, if we know that no change in political institutions or in the organizational structures of employers’ associations took place during a specified period, we can exclude those factors as explanations for a shift in policy positions at that time. A focus on temporality allows us to trace the causes of such short-term changes.

As this article shows, employers often made sudden shifts in their policy positions that cannot be explained by secular shifts in economic structure. Changes in economic interests cannot explain, for instance, why employers in 1918 endorsed the adoption of the eight-hour workday and then retreated from this position just a few years later, even though no significant change had occurred in the interim in either the organizational setup of employers’ associations or the sectoral structure of the economy. Nor can changes in economic structures explain why employers endorsed a bill for unemployment insurance in 1927, even though they had fought against it just a few years earlier.

These changes over time in employers’ expressed preferences are best explained, I contend, by changes in the political context, rather than by changes in underlying economic interests. Following studies by Hacker and Pierson and by Korpi, I argue that business support for social reforms reflects an adaptation to political constraints that are the product of two factors: the power resources of other actors and the type of political demands these other actors make. An actor who is politically powerful will not pose a constraint on employers’ interests if
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its preferences are in line with those of employers. At the same time, an actor who takes an antibusiness stance will not pose a constraint if the actor is very weak. As a result, the extent to which business will accommodate to constraints depends not only on the strength of its opponents but also on the character of their demands. Radical opponents are likely to provoke pacification; reformist ones, containment.

The microfoundations of business interests on which this article builds differ from those of the business interests thesis, which emphasizes that public social policies serve the needs of certain types of firms, in particular, with respect to skills supply, labor productivity, and personnel management. Proponents of the business interests thesis suggest that business support for social policy is the product of objective entrepreneurial needs that are unrelated to political context. In contrast, the argument presented here suggests that changes in political challenges affected employers’ social policy attitudes much more than did expectations of economic benefits. This argument raises the question of why the objective needs of industrial production would be insufficient to induce business to support public social policy. The answer is, as Nijhuis has pointed out, that firms can rely on occupational social policies to achieve the same benefits. Occupational social policies give firms greater control over benefit conditions, allowing them, for instance, to sanction “work shirkers” and to reward loyalty and productivity. In short, from the perspective of skill investments and labor productivity, we can expect firms to prefer occupational to public social policy.

If we take into account employers’ capacity to use occupational social policy, the conventional assumption of a genuine business preference against public social policy regains plausibility. The conventional assumption relies on two types of effects. First, public social programs raise labor costs, assuming they are financed by payroll taxes and that they do not replace occupational programs. Second, public social programs are likely to have negative effects on labor supply because they raise workers’ reservation wages. Assuming a limited labor supply, employers thus have an interest in upholding work incentives by limiting individuals’ alternatives to gainful employment.

THREE EMPIRICAL TESTS: WHAT FACTORS SHAPE THE SOCIAL POLICY POSITIONS OF BUSINESS?

The existence of alternative hypotheses about employers’ interest perceptions raises the question of how to identify the correct one. How

15 See Nijhuis 2009, 299.
16 See Esping-Andersen 1990, 22.
do we know whether business support for a reform reflects objective entrepreneurial needs for labor productivity and skill investments or whether it reflects a strategic response to a political challenge? Clearly, we cannot observe preferences but can only infer them based on our observation of their empirical implications, as Korpi has noted.17

This article relies on three types of empirical implications to test the alternative explanations. First, it analyzes statements issued by employers’ associations during policy-making processes to identify the arguments they used to justify their positions. Specifically, minutes of meetings and internal memos are used to analyze their motives.

Second, the article investigates the role of business groups in the initiation of reform projects. Those actors having a genuine interest in a policy should proactively demand its adoption, rather than merely signaling consent once other actors propose it. The article thus considers the stage in policy-making in which employers got involved. Did they propose the policy that was adopted or, alternatively, did they articulate support only once other actors moved the policy onto the agenda? Some might argue that employers’ associations may decide for strategic reasons not to propose policies but to rely instead on affiliated policy experts or political parties that act as proxies for business interests.18 Thus, a lack of proactive involvement may not indicate a lack of genuine support. For this argument to hold, however, employers’ associations would still need to consent to, or at least not oppose, those proposals advocated by their assumed proxies. If we find that the assumed proxies did not take a proactive role either, or that employers’ associations criticized their proposals, we can infer that business interests did not propel the reform.

Third, and most important, the article relies on an analysis of diachronic variation, as outlined earlier. If the argument presented here is correct, we should find that employers’ attitudes change over time in response to changes in the political challenges they face. The collapse of a revolutionary movement, for instance, should make employers withdraw concessions made under the impression of this threat, if the goal of political stabilization genuinely motivated these concessions. Similarly, the long-run ideological transformation of the labor movement from a revolutionary to a reformist orientation should have intensified employers’ concerns about welfare state containment.

17 See Korpi 2006, 181.
18 Peter Swenson, for instance, argues that during the US New Deal reforms, individual progressive businessmen had incentives “to lie low and wait for outside forces to push for change” (Swenson 2002, 13), partly out of fear of sanctions from conservative business groups.
At the same time, sectoral differences should play a secondary role if political challenges shape employers’ social policy positions. Sectoral differences in policy positions are likely to reflect differences in economic conditions, rather than in political context, since the latter is the same for all sectors. If we find employers to be split, with different sectors taking different stances and forming cross-class alliances, this would indicate genuine differences in economic interests. By contrast, if we find employers speaking with a single voice, this would indicate that sectoral differences are not strong enough to prevent the forging of a common position. This does not mean that internal differences do not exist; it means, rather, that the political challenges are strong enough to induce employers to sideline their disagreements.

The case study on Germany assesses the relative weight of sectoral conflicts through an analysis of the level of organization at which employers articulate their social policy positions: German firms organize in employers’ associations at the sectoral, regional, and national levels. Sectoral and regional associations together form a national peak federation, the Federation of German Employers’ Associations (Bundesvereinigung deutscher Arbeitgeberverbände, BDA). If the peak federation acts as the main representative of business in policy-making, with sectoral groups taking a back seat, we can infer that employers managed to overcome internal disagreements. By contrast, if sectoral groups are the main actors in policy-making and take conflicting stances, we can infer that sectoral conflicts were too strong to allow the formation of a united stance.

**Employers’ Strategy of Pacification**

The goal of political stabilization shaped employers’ attitudes toward two major reforms in the development of the German political economy: Bismarck’s decision in the 1880s to adopt social insurance programs and the Stinnes-Legien Agreement, signed between union leaders and a group of industrialists in November 1918. In both cases, a perceived challenge to capitalism motivated major segments of industry to actively promote concessions to labor—in the first case on social protection, in the second on participation and bargaining rights.

**Pacification I: Employers and Bismarck’s Social Reforms**

During the 1880s the national government introduced public programs for health insurance (1883), accident insurance (1884), and old-age and

19 Grote, Lang, and Traxler 2007, 156–57.
disability pensions (1889). Chancellor Bismarck promoted these reforms, which served to appease industrial workers without conceding full democratization. Bismarck’s remark that a social revolution would “eat up sums of a different order” than his social programs illustrates the logic of his reasoning.

The German Empire, founded in 1871 as a merger of regional states, was an authoritarian monarchy, with universal suffrage but with government accountable to the emperor, not to parliament. Political support for the new regime came from heavy industry, the landed aristocracy (Junkers), and the military. Opposition to the new political regime came from the Catholic Church, which had strong regional allegiances, and the emerging organizations of the labor movement, in particular the Social Democratic Party (Socialdemokratische Arbeiterpartei, SAP) founded in 1875. In theory, the SAP was a revolutionary party committed to the overthrow of capitalism; in practice, however, it restricted itself to parliamentary activities.

Government and industry formed an alliance to keep the SAP out of power. Industrialists ultimately wanted to prevent collectivization. To this end, they opposed further democratization, as democratization might have brought the SAP to power. To keep the SAP weak, government and industry pursued a strategy of carrots and sticks. In 1878 the parliament passed a law that banned the Social Democrats from most political activities outside of parliament. At about the same time, the government bureaucracy began work on plans for the introduction of social insurance. Support for social insurance came primarily from heavy industry, which was the politically dominant segment within industry at that time. In 1879 the general assembly of the Central Association of German Industry (Centralverband deutscher Industrie, CDI), which was dominated by heavy industry, endorsed Bismarck’s social insurance plans. Heavy industry was conservative, loyal to

22 See Böhme 1978. The founding of the SDAP resulted from a merger of two factions.
24 The intention to repress social democracy with the help of social reforms was declared by Emperor Wilhelm I in his Imperial Message of November 17, 1881. See Ayass, Tennstedt, and Winter 2003, 61–64.
25 See Breger 1982, 15–16; Büren 1934, 54.
26 See Ullmann, 1979, 594–95. The composition of the CDI’s general assembly documents the dominance of heavy industry: the general assembly consisted of three hundred members, whereby sixty-seven votes were held by the Association of German Iron and Steel Industry (VDESI), thirty-eight by the Rhenish-Westphalian coal mines, and ten by Krupp. By comparison, the Association of German Metal Industrialists held only four votes (Ullmann 1977, 176).
27 See Büren 1934, 52–53; and Bueck 1905, vol. 2.
Bismarck, and antiunion, and it pursued an authoritarian approach to labor relations.  

Several quotes help to document industry’s pacificatory motives: Fritz Kalle, a representative of the chemical industry and National Liberal deputy, pointed out that social peace is only possible “if the obvious injustices in our social conditions—which provide the Social Democrats with the opportunity to persuade even the quiet elements of the working population of the abjection of the current situation and thereby gain their support for [the party’s] revolutionary plans—are further eliminated.” Similarly, Wilhelm Oechelhäuser, an energy entrepreneur and National Liberal deputy, argued that “the best way to weaken the Social Democrats is to fulfill that part of their demands that every philanthropist has to accept as legitimate.” Wilhelm Beumer, a representative of heavy industry and future deputy executive director of the CDI, argued that if the reform “help[s] the workers we have to support it; [if] it help[s] the Social Democrats we have to oppose it.” In retrospect (1905), however, CDI executive director Henry Axel Bueck deplored that the reforms had failed to achieve “the goal to conciliate the masses.”

In addition to the goal of political stabilization, industry supported the reforms to overcome existing liability rules and to prevent a tightening of rules for worker protection. This holds true, in particular, for the adoption of accident insurance. Existing liability rules required injured workers to sue their employers to gain compensation, which aggravated class conflicts and fueled union agitation against allegedly reckless employers. For this reason, injury-prone heavy industry promoted accident insurance.

On November 2, 1880, Louis Baare, director of the steel producer Bochumer Verein and a confidant of Bismarck, convened a group of industrialists to draft a proposal for accident insurance, to be pre-

29 In 1877, Fritz Kalle cofounded the Association of the German Chemical Industry (then called the Verein zur Wahrung der Interessen der chemischen Industrie). He was also deputy of the National Liberal Party.
30 Quoted in Breger 1982, 87.
31 Wilhelm Oechelhäuser was executive director of an energy utility firm and founder of a local employer association in Dessau (Verein anhaltischer Arbeitgeberverbände) that promoted social benefits and worker participation as tools to weaken the Social Democrats. See Leckebusch 1966, 25–26.
32 Oechelhäuser 1889, 109.
33 From 1887 on, Beumer was executive director of the Ruhr area branch of the Association of German Iron and Steel Industrialists (Kaelble 1967, 56).
34 Kaelble 1967.
35 Bueck 1905, 792.
36 Breger 1994, 43; Büren 1934, 52–59.
sented to the government. The CDI welcomed Baare’s initiative. The minutes of the conference provide valuable insights into the participants’ deliberations. Baare warned his fellow industrialists not to set benefit levels too low, as the government might otherwise tighten liability rules. Another participant said that “resistance . . . would be to no avail, because the current general mood is . . . against industry, one would simply ignore industry,” meaning that government might go ahead with tighter liability and protection rules. These quotes show that industrialists promoted accident insurance also as an alternative to tighter liability and protection rules.

Improving labor productivity by reducing the incidence of work accidents was not a significant motive. Industry’s opposition to tighter laws for worker protection makes this evident. Improved worker protection might have benefited labor productivity. Nevertheless, industry opposed such rules, which were proposed by the government bureaucracy and by the SAP, because it perceived such rules as excessive interference in the internal matters of firms.

To what extent did the CDI and the Baare group of industrialists represent the views of industry at large? How important were sectoral conflicts? The most informative and representative source on this issue is a survey of regional chambers of commerce conducted by the Prussian Statistical Office in 1881. Chambers were regional organizations with compulsory membership and thus tended to represent the interests of smaller firms. According to this survey, 53 percent of all chambers preferred the accident insurance bill of 1881 to the Employers’ Liability Law of 1871. By contrast, 39 percent preferred the Employers’ Liability Law to the insurance bill. This shows that views within the business community were indeed diverse. According to a study by Ullmann, a majority of firms opposed Bismarck’s reforms, with opposition coming mainly from very small firms, manufacturing firms, and firms in tradable sectors. These groups reflected diverse interests and were not as well organized as heavy industry, and for this reason they remained politically ineffectual. In short, the CDI and heavy industry had the capacity to dominate the articulation of business interests,
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37 Baare 1880; Breger 1994, 26.
38 Büeck 1905, 84.
39 The article relies on a reprint of the minutes in Breger 1994, 53.
40 Breger 1982, 55.
42 Francke 1881.
43 Ullmann 1979, 587–88, 592. See also Büren 1934, 54; and Vogel 1951, 43–44.
44 Ullmann 1977, 171.
45 Hennock 2007, 190.
which resulted in the sidelining of intrabusiness conflicts in the policymaking process.

It is important to note that pacification was a response not merely to a rise in the strength of social democracy but also to the perceived militancy of this movement. The SAP was still weak and no social revolution was imminent, but the authoritarian worldview of government and industry made them particularly sensitive to any form of radical opposition. A further rise of the SAP might have endangered the conservative government, which industry saw as the patron of its interests.

In terms of its parliamentary strength, the SAP was still weak at the time in comparison with later periods. The SAP gained only 3 percent of parliamentary seats in 1881 and 6 percent in 1884, compared with 27.7 percent in 1912. Similarly, the strength of the unions began to soar only from the late 1880s onward—that is, after the adoption of Bismarck’s reforms. In 1878, when planning of the reforms began, the social democratic unions counted 56,275 members. The number increased to 111,245 in 1888; 294,551 in 1891; and 680,427 in 1895. Industry’s support for pacification resulted from fears of labor militancy, rather than from the objective strength of labor.

**Pacification II: The Stinnes-Legien Agreement**

The Stinnes-Legien Agreement provides a second example of pacification. A group of industrialists and union leaders signed this agreement on November 15, 1918. It included major concessions to labor, including the eight-hour workday, recognition of labor unions, a right to establish works councils, and the adoption of sectoral collective bargaining. In turn, the union leaders promised to cooperate with employers in organizing demobilization and a peaceful transition to a postwar order. The agreement effectively created the “German model” of industrial relations, which today is often seen as providing competitive advantages. The agreement, however, was not the result of far-sighted industrialists trying to establish institutions beneficial to labor productivity; it was, rather, an attempt to ward off a social revolution.

Following Germany’s defeat in the First World War, a series of events had taken place that led to the collapse of the empire and the proclamation of a socialist republic by the “workers’ councils,” a grassroots movement within the party insisted that only a social revolution could lead to socialism. Cf. Lidtke 1966, 230–33.

48 Data from Ritter and Tenfelde 1975, 120.
movement inspired by the Russian Revolution one year earlier. The movement called for a republic governed by workers’ councils following the Soviet model. The movement appeared to command considerable popular support in the immediate aftermath of the war, a period characterized by economic and political chaos. A particularly salient problem for social and political stability was the sudden return of a large number of soldiers from the front, men who were armed and without jobs and therefore potentially receptive to a revolutionary pitch. In this context, a group of industrialists took the initiative to forge an agreement with moderate union leaders with the goal of gaining the unions’ cooperation in their effort to handle political instability.

The agreement reflects a sudden change of course. Only a few months earlier, employers had adamantly rejected union calls for institutionalized cooperation. The adoption of works councils and arbitration boards illustrates this point: the War Auxiliary Services Law, adopted in 1916, established mandatory works councils and arbitration boards in firms that relied on compulsory labor. The adoption of these institutions was a government concession to ensure union acquiescence. Industrialists accepted this law as a temporary measure and hoped to be able to restore the prewar authoritarian approach to labor relations once the war was won. In March 1918 the employer federation VDA (Vereinigung deutscher Arbeitgeberverbände), for instance, declared:

The War Auxiliary Services Law is an emergency law, necessitated by the exigencies of war. Obviously, no reason exists for its continuation after a [victorious] peace agreement. . . . Indeed, also the institutions created by the law [that is, works councils and arbitration boards] should be abolished.

In a similar way, Fritz Tänzler, the executive director of the VDA, argued in early 1918 that “the free development of wages . . . [will be] stifled by the legislative regulation of wage bargaining. . . . [L]egislative regulation . . . will necessarily lead . . . to compulsion.” A few months later, the VDA endorsed the Stinnes-Legien Agreement, which made mandatory works councils and collective wage bargaining permanent.

The timing of the talks further illustrates the causal role of political instability. Two civil servants had initiated talks between union and industry leaders as early as May 1917, but these talks broke down in

53 VDA memorandum of March 1918, quoted in Leckebusch 1966, 68. Cf. also Braun 1927, 35–36; Raumer 1954, 426–28; Tänzler 1918, 2.
54 Tänzler 1918, 1–2.
October of that year because expectations of a victory induced industrialists to hope for a return to prewar authoritarianism.\textsuperscript{55} Negotiations resumed only in October 1918, when Germany’s defeat, not expected one year earlier, was imminent. This time, industry did not have to be cajoled into negotiations but took the initiative. From then on, negotiations proceeded very quickly and, as mentioned earlier, the agreement was signed less than two months later.

Reports by Hans von Raumer\textsuperscript{56} and by Jakob Reichert,\textsuperscript{57} two leading industry representatives in the negotiations, reveal the internal deliberations of the industrialists involved. Reichert reports about a meeting of a group of iron and steel industrialists in Düsseldorf on October 9, 1918. According to his account, the participants agreed that:

What was important was: How can one rescue industry? How can . . . the entrepreneurs be saved from socialization . . . and the approaching revolution? . . . Those assembled shared the view that the government . . . would soon collapse. . . . In any case, the iron industrialists could expect no help from a weak government. . . . Organized labor only seemed to have a commanding influence. From this the conclusion was drawn that, in the midst of great general uncertainty, the failing power of the state and the government, strong allies for industry could be found only among the workers, and that means the unions.\textsuperscript{58}

In a similar way, Ewald Hilger, a Silesian coal mine director, confessed at a meeting of the executive committee of the German Association of Iron and Steel Industrialists on November 14, 1918:

I stand before you as a Saul become Paul. Unless we negotiate with the unions we can go no further. Yes, gentlemen, we should be happy that the unions are still prepared to negotiate as they have; for only by negotiation . . . with the unions . . . , can we avoid anarchy, bolshevism, Spartacist rule and chaos—call it what you will.\textsuperscript{59}

In short, internal deliberations document that fears of a social revolution motivated the concessions.

Remarkably, a group of individual industrialists, not the employers’ associations, engineered the agreement. The participating industrialists were mainly from manufacturing, but some also came from heavy

\textsuperscript{55} Feldman 1970, 323–24; Leckebusch 1966, 71.
\textsuperscript{56} Raumer was the executive director of the Association of the German Electric Engineering Industry and masterminded the agreement.
\textsuperscript{57} Reichert was the executive director of the Association of German Iron and Steel Industrialists.
\textsuperscript{58} Reichert 1919, 6, emphasis added. A part of the translation is from Feldman 1970, 327.
\textsuperscript{59} Quoted in Maier 1975, 60.
industry.\textsuperscript{60} These industrialists acted without an official mandate from the peak federations.\textsuperscript{61} The peak federations initially protested against the agreement\textsuperscript{62} but eventually decided to endorse it.\textsuperscript{63} Opposition to the agreement came from medium-size industries, clothing and textiles, and regional associations in Rhineland and Saxony. These groups thought that the comparatively quiet situation in their regions or sectors did not require such far-reaching concessions.\textsuperscript{64} In short, there was disagreement within industry, but the urgency of the situation allowed the protagonists to ignore the dissenters.

Once the revolutionary threat had waned, business support for labor-friendly policies waned as well. Employers withdrew some of the concessions made in the agreement, in particular the eight-hour workday.\textsuperscript{65} The employer federations also campaigned against the Works Councils Law of 1920, despite having accepted compulsory works councils in the agreement. In 1919 the VDA’s general assembly declared that “the introduction of works councils . . . [would] mean such [a] deep intervention in the entrepreneur’s right to self-determination . . . that . . . damage to the enterprises and the whole industry would be the consequence.”\textsuperscript{66}

Some industrialists urged their fellow industrialists to continue the strategy of pacification after the revolutionary moment had subsided, but their influence within the business community waned. In 1923 Carl Duisberg, director of the chemicals company IG Farben and future president of the Federation of German Industry (Reichsverband deutscher Industrie, RDI), wrote:

Many believe the situation created by the revolution is only temporary; things will slowly get back on the old rails again. One cannot warn too much of this view. In foreign policy, as well as in social policy, we have always reacted too late. . . . We always have to remain aware that bolshevist Russia stands in the east. There, only . . . one goal exists, to establish the dictatorship of the proletariat all over Europe.\textsuperscript{67}

\textsuperscript{60} The participating industrialists included Carl Friedrich von Siemens (electrical engineering), Walter Rathenau (Allgemeine Elektrizitäts-Gesellschaft, AEG, electrical engineering), Felix Deutsch (AEG), Anton von Rieppel (Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Nürnberg, MAN, machine building), Ernst von Borsig (Borsigwerke, machine building, president of VDA), Albert Vögler (Vereinigte Stahlwerke, heavy industry), and Hugo Stinnes (Hugo Stinnes GmbH, heavy industry). See Reichert 1919, 8.

\textsuperscript{61} See Raumer 1954, 430.

\textsuperscript{62} Feldman 1970.

\textsuperscript{63} See Raumer 1954, 428; and Reichert 1919, 8–11.

\textsuperscript{64} Feldman 1970, 339–40.

\textsuperscript{65} Erdmann 1966, 136.

\textsuperscript{66} Braun 1927, 46.

\textsuperscript{67} Duisberg 1923, 68.
The political stabilization during the following years led these voices to subside, however.

**Employers’ Strategy of Containment**

Once revolutionary challenges had subsided, containment of social expenditures became employers’ primary goal. The Social Democrats and the nonpartisan union federation (Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund, DGB) officially abandoned their collectivization goals in their 1959 Bad Godesberg and 1963 Düsseldorf platforms, respectively. For employers, pacification had thus lost its original purpose. At the same time, welfare state expansion confronted employers with a new challenge: rising labor costs. As early as 1924, when the revolutionary moment had already subsided, the VDA urged a reduction in social expenditures in order to “increase production and productivity.” Welfare state expansion returned to the political agenda during the period of the “economic miracle” in the 1950s. Economic growth and rising labor productivity during this period attenuated distributive conflicts and, after the cataclysms of the Weimar and Nazi periods, employers and unions both came to embrace social compromise. This does not mean, however, that a genuine convergence of policy preferences took place. As in the Weimar period, employers tried to limit the scope and generosity of expansionary reforms initiated by others.

**Containment I: Unemployment Insurance**

Germany adopted statutory unemployment insurance in 1927 based on a broad political consensus: all parliamentary parties voted in favor of the law, except for the Communists, the Nazis, and some deputies of the far-right German National People’s Party. Unions and employers also participated in the policy-making process. By contrast, when the issue of unemployment insurance first arose in the 1890s, most political actors either opposed such a program or were internally divided. Support for statutory unemployment insurance at that time came mainly from within the Catholic Center Party (Zentrum) and the left-wing liberals. At that time, only unions and some municipalities provided benefits to the unemployed. The unions opposed a statutory insurance program because it would have crowded out their own programs,
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depriving them of a tool of mobilization. The Social Democrats were split, but a majority supported the unions’ position.71

Employers initially opposed any support for the unemployed, whether public or union sponsored. They feared that unemployment benefits would raise the reservation wage and thus erode work incentives.72 The employers’ association of Nuremberg-Fuerth, for instance, argued in 1914 that unemployment insurance would “degrade the productivity of our people. . . . The necessity to look for work would more or less cease.”73 The peak federation VDA presented unemployment insurance as a “premium on laziness.”74 The diligent workers would end up subsidizing the indolent. These views continued to exist after the First World War. Ewald Hilger, the mine director mentioned earlier, pointed out in 1919 that “[these] workers are not unemployed but unwilling to work. Above all else they want to avoid difficult labor because they now have much better unemployment insurance.”75 Similarly, the VDA’s official periodical argued in 1920 that “[a] statutory insurance against unemployment would lead to carelessness among the lower classes, and even provide opportunities for idleness.”76 In short, employers suspected unemployment insurance would lead to an erosion of labor productivity and work incentives.

Despite these objections, the VDA eventually decided to cooperate in the drafting of the government bill. This shift in position can be traced to changes in the political context: first, after the war, a majority of unions and the moderate wing within the Social Democrats came to back a public program, although some unions and the radical left continued to oppose statutory unemployment insurance.77 This shift was a response to the massive rise in unemployment after the war, which made the unions’ Ghent schemes financially unsustainable. Second, the democratization of the political system provided the Social Democrats and the Center Party with a greater say in policy-making. Throughout the 1920–27 period of policy-making, Heinrich Brauns (Center), a supporter of unemployment insurance, was the minister of labor.78 Third, and most important, the 1914 adoption of a means-tested program to support the unemployed, called unemployment assistance,
changed the policy status quo against which all actors had to evaluate the pros and cons of unemployment insurance. The government initially intended unemployment assistance as a temporary program for the period of the war, but the program was continued after the war as part of the efforts to quell the revolutionary challenge in 1918–19.79

For employers, these changes mattered in two ways. First, the emergence of a political majority in favor of unemployment insurance limited the policy options available. Second, unemployment assistance turned unemployment insurance into a lesser evil. Employers disliked unemployment assistance even more than unemployment insurance, because the former provided benefits irrespective of employment record. Employers understood that dismantling the assistance program without a substitution was not politically feasible; the program would have to be replaced with something else. In short, it made strategic sense for employers to drop their opposition to unemployment insurance and cooperate with the government bureaucracy in drafting the new program. They could thereby achieve two goals: first, the replacement of unemployment assistance with a less problematic program, and second, the shaping of relevant policy details of the new program.

Proceedings of internal meetings and conferences of the two peak federations document these strategic motives. The Federation of German Industry was the first business federation to officially consider a change in position. At an internal meeting held on December 16, 1920, the RDI’s social policy committee discussed the issue. Sixteen members voted in favor of unemployment insurance, five voted against. The chair of the committee, the plant director Hubert Hoff, invoked two arguments in favor of unemployment insurance. First, there would be only two options available: unemployment insurance and unemployment assistance. The third option, dismantling unemployment assistance without a replacement, would not have “a reasonable chance of success.” Second, unemployment insurance would be the lesser of the two evils, because “if the system of unemployment assistance is continued, the employer has no influence over the use of the funds.”80

The VDA appears to have been torn initially but eventually also came around to backing the reform. Like the RDI, the VDA was dominated by big industry. The change in position can be traced to a meeting of the VDA’s social policy committee on January 27, 1925. Thus, at this meeting, after the federation had campaigned against unemployment
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insurance for several years, the committee endorsed the adoption of unemployment insurance.  

By that time, all other major actors had already come to back unemployment insurance, and employers remained the last important actor holding out against it. The VDA’s social policy committee concluded that a strategy of fundamental opposition had “no reasonable chance” of success. The committee decided that the VDA would participate in the drafting of the bill to ensure consideration of its concerns, while maintaining its opposition in public.

The Association of German Chambers of Industry and Commerce (Deutscher Industrie- und Handelstag, DIHT), which represented smaller firms, declared in 1920 that it had “fundamental objections” to unemployment insurance but would nonetheless be ready to participate in the drafting of the law. A statement by Stefan Oppenheimer, executive director of the Association of the Berlin Metal Industry, made at a conference of policy experts on February 20, 1925, further illustrates employers’ strategic motives:

The employers’ side understands that, given the proposals put forward by all political parties, it would be completely useless to take the position that we do not want any unemployment insurance. Therefore, the position of the employers is to say merely: unemployment insurance has to remain within tolerable limits, and it is our duty to point out the dangers that it could pose to the economy.

In short, minutes of internal meetings provide significant evidence for containment as the main motive.

At the same time, the historical record provides little indication that concerns about skill investments would have motivated employers’ about-turn. On the contrary, employers’ stances on job suitability criteria contradict this hypothesis. These criteria defined what type of jobs recipients could decline without losing their benefits. The third government draft of the unemployment insurance bill, presented in 1925, included a provision that required labor-market agencies to take into account a recipient’s vocational training and occupational history.
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when determining whether that person could reject an offer. Remarkably, the VDA opposed this provision as too costly. The federation insisted that “[c]oncerning job suitability, previous vocational training should not be taken into consideration.” The DIHT also rejected restrictions on what qualifies as a “suitable job.” In short, these positions contradict the motives expected by the business interests thesis. German employers showed no interest in protecting the skills investments of the unemployed.

Did this about-turn encompass all segments of business, or did the issue divide business along sectoral lines? The evidence suggests that sectoral conflicts were of secondary importance. First, the positions of business were articulated primarily by the national peak federations, rather than by sectoral associations. Second, there appear to be no substantial differences between the arguments advanced by the federations representing big industry (RDI, VDA) and by the one representing smaller firms (DIHT). There is evidence, however, that not all businessmen followed the federations’ change of tack. Although the VDA recommended that deputies vote in favor of the bill, several deputies affiliated with business voted against it or abstained. Although these deputies came from various sectors and represented both small and large firms, they belonged predominantly to the right-wing German National People’s Party, which opposed the bill. Their voting behavior thus reflected their partisan affiliation rather than differences in sectoral interests.

Remarkably, the employers’ federations’ endorsement of unemployment insurance was also short-lived. With the onset of the Great Depression two years after passage of the law, the costs of the new program soared. Employers revoked the 1927 compromise and demanded a return to means testing in order to reduce expenditures.

CONTAINMENT II: THE PENSION REFORM OF 1957

Postwar efforts to expand benefit generosity in social programs provide another instance of containment. In 1957 Germany adopted a major reform of its pension system. Hitherto, pension benefits had not been indexed and were at a level of about one-third of the average wage.
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The reform, which was a landmark event in postwar social policy expansion, included a onetime increase of pensions by about 65 percent on average and an indexation of pensions to gross wages.\textsuperscript{93}

Parliament passed the reform on January 22, 1957, with the votes of the governing Christian Democrats (\textit{CDU}) and the opposition Social Democrats (\textit{SPD}), while the \textit{CDU}'s coalition partner, the market-liberal Free Democrats (\textit{FDP}) voted against it.\textsuperscript{94} The initiative for the reform came from the Federal chancellor, Konrad Adenauer, of the Christian Democratic Party (Christlich Demokratische Union, \textit{CDU}), who promoted welfare expansion to improve his chances of reelection.

Employers opposed the reform, in particular, the wage indexation of pensions. While a plan by a Catholic entrepreneur, Wilfried Schreiber, provided the blueprint for the reform,\textsuperscript{95} the Federation of German Employers’ Associations (Bundesvereinigung deutscher Arbeitgeberverbände, \textit{BDA}) and the insurance sector opposed the plan, albeit for somewhat different reasons. The insurance sector opposed the reform because it feared that private pensions would be crowded out.\textsuperscript{96} The employers’ federation feared an increase in labor costs.

Given the support of the two largest parties in parliament (\textit{SPD} and \textit{CDU}), employers realized that fundamental opposition would be ineffectual. Adjusting to the political situation, the \textit{BDA} decided to propose an alternative way of adjusting pension benefits. Rather than raising pensions automatically through an indexation formula, an expert committee would raise pensions from time to time depending on the trend in average living standards.\textsuperscript{97} In this way, the \textit{BDA} thought, pension expenditures could be contained more effectively. In 1956 \textit{BDA} president Hans C. Paulssen and \textit{BDA} executive director Gerhard Erdmann met several times with Chancellor Adenauer to discuss the issue, but Adenauer apparently ignored their concerns.\textsuperscript{98}

The insurance sector presented its own alternative. In May 1956 the Association of Private Life Insurers proposed a uniform flat-rate pension for everyone, which it hoped would allow greater scope for private pensions.\textsuperscript{99} However, like the \textit{BDA}, the insurance sector also failed to get its way. The Free Democrats were the only parliamentary faction that supported this proposal.\textsuperscript{100}
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In sum, the role of business in the pension reform of 1957 was characterized by the goal of containing benefit generosity. The employers’ federation and the insurance sector had different motives for wanting to keep benefits low, but their preferences converged on the goal of limiting benefit generosity. In the absence of government plans to raise pensions considerably, neither of the two organizations would likely have taken any initiative on this issue, as in this case pensions would have remained low.

**Containment III: The Introduction of Long-Term Care Insurance in 1994**

The adoption of statutory long-term care insurance in 1994 provides a third example of containment. This program was the last of the major statutory social insurance programs to be adopted. The program funds long-term nursing care for the elderly and, like the other insurance programs, relies on pay-as-you-go financing. The Christian Democratic minister of labor, Norbert Blüm, a representative of the party’s labor wing, initiated and promoted its adoption. The issue divided the Christian Democrats: the party’s labor wing and the churches favored statutory long-term care insurance, as did the Social Democrats and the labor unions. The CDU business wing opposed it. In the end, electoral considerations prompted the government to go ahead with the reform in June 1993.101

The business federations, fearing a rise in labor costs, lobbied vehemently against the adoption of the program. Relatively late in the reform process, realizing that they were unable to prevent its adoption, the four peak federations of business102 presented an alternative proposal. This proposal consisted of an obligation for all citizens above the age of twenty-five to take out private, prefunded long-term care insurance, in addition to the temporary use of public funds to support those too old to accumulate savings and subsidizing premiums for persons on low incomes.103 Despite employers’ opposition and attempts to reach a compromise, the government went ahead with the reform. In retrospect, then-BDA president Klaus Murmann called the adoption of long-term care insurance “the greatest fiasco during my term of office.”104
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This section provides a brief discussion of the role of business in the development of the welfare states in Sweden and the United States. There may be reasons for the German case to have a bias against the business interests thesis. For example, political challenges may have played a greater role in shaping business positions in Germany than in other countries. This section therefore investigates the applicability to other cases of the argument developed in this article. The section focuses on Sweden and the United States, because proponents of the business interests thesis often focus on these two countries.

**Sweden**

Sweden is pivotal to the debate because of the generosity of its welfare state. Has this generosity been aided by Swedish business being more supportive of social policy than business in other countries? Much of the literature on Sweden highlights two types of class alliances as the driving forces behind the expansion of the welfare state: an alliance between the labor movement and agrarian interests, responsible for the adoption of universal programs in the first half of the twentieth century; and an alliance between blue-collar and white-collar employees, responsible for the adoption of earnings-related programs in the postwar period. Business interests do not play a major role in these cross-class alliance accounts. However, Peter Swenson has suggested that the generosity of the Swedish welfare state is in part the result of the absence of business opposition to policies that were opposed by business elsewhere. Walter Korpi has challenged Swenson’s account and argued that changes in the balance of power resulted in employers adjusting their political stances.

Indeed, an analysis of political context suggests that the absence of fundamental business opposition to social reforms in Sweden was part of a strategy of containment, rather than of promotion of welfare expansion. The adoption of a supplementary pension program (Allmänna Tillägspensionen, ATP) in 1959 provides an illustrative example of how business tried to limit the scope of reforms by offering conditional support. The reform plans resulted in a heated political debate and
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a popular referendum. The blue-collar union federation (Landsorganisationen i Sverige, LO) was the main protagonist of the reform. The employers’ federation SAF (Svenska Arbetsgivareföreningen) was the main opponent, and the white-collar union federation (Tjänstemänens Centralorganisationen, TCO) was divided. Political parties initially remained passive, but eventually the Conservatives as well as the Liberals supported the employers’ line, while the Social Democrats joined the LO line. The Agrarian Party opted for raising the basic pension and against an earnings-related pillar.110

For the LO, the main goal was to equalize the pension benefits of blue-collar and white-collar employees. At that time, many white-collar employees already enjoyed earnings-related occupational pensions, while most blue-collar workers did not. The opponents’ main objection concerned the setup of public funds to accumulate reserves for future pension payments (“AP funds”).111 They suspected that these funds would become a tool for greater government control over investments. In 1954, in order to prevent the reform, the SAF proposed a voluntary occupational pension plan, negotiated between the social partners, financed entirely by contributions from employers, and run by firms.112 However, the LO rejected this proposal.113 In 1959 a consultative referendum took place, during which the SAF supported a similar line. In short, the SAF’s decision to back a collectively agreed-upon occupational pension plan appears to reflect a strategy of containment, rather than a deliberate plan to promote labor productivity. In the absence of the ATP proposal, employers would probably not have taken any initiative on occupational pensions.

**The United States**

The passage of the Social Security Act (SSA) in the US in 1935 is another prominent case in the debate about business and the welfare state. The main components of the SSA were the adoption of statutory programs for unemployment insurance and old-age pensions. The role of business interests in the formulation and adoption of this legislation is disputed: while some argue that the adoption of the SSA was the product of business demands,114 others maintain that the reform became
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possible only because of a political weakening of business following the Great Depression of 1929.\textsuperscript{115}

To a large extent, business involvement in the policy-making process aimed at limiting the scope of the planned programs, as shown below. Whereas before the Great Depression, business universally opposed public social policy, as studies emphasizing the positive impact of business on the New Deal reforms acknowledge,\textsuperscript{116} a small group of executives from big industry eventually decided to accept government reform plans and to cooperate in their formulation. At the same time, a large segment of employers remained opposed to the reform,\textsuperscript{117} and the National Association of Manufacturers (\textsc{nam}) attacked the Social Security bill in congressional hearings.\textsuperscript{118}

The drafting of the bill that led to the \textsc{ssa} took place in the Committee on Economic Security (\textsc{ces}), set up for this purpose by President Roosevelt on June 29, 1934.\textsuperscript{119} Many of the executives and business-affiliated policy experts who participated in the formulation of the bill represented firms that maintained occupational welfare plans. Before the Great Depression, these firms generally opposed public programs. During the Great Depression, many occupational plans turned out to be actuarially unsound, and some executives came to see a public pension program as a way to shift the cost burden to the state, allowing them to cut back on their own plans without labor protests.\textsuperscript{120}

For the majority of firms, which did not have occupational pension plans, however, limiting the scope of the reforms was the main concern. The Great Depression, and the sense of political crisis it had induced, put the issue of welfare state reform on the political agenda. At the same time, Roosevelt’s determination and the overwhelming Democratic majority in Congress made the passage of some form of welfare legislation appear inevitable to business.\textsuperscript{121}

Internal memos of business interest groups document that strategies of containment motivated their involvement. One of the business interest groups involved in the work of the \textsc{ces} and its advisory council was Industrial Relations Counselors, Inc. (\textsc{irc}), a consulting firm linked to Rockefeller interests. Some studies that stress the positive
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impact of business interests on the New Deal reforms focus on this 
group and argue that it was a vehicle for communicating the preferenc-
es of progressive employers to government officials.122 In a Memoran-
dum to Clients issued in 1934, the IRC argued that “it is patent that the 
Administration is determined to develop a program of social welfare to 
be presented at the next session in Congress, and that broad departures 
in the field of industrial relations may be anticipated.”123 Henry Harri-
man, president of the US Chamber of Commerce, took a similar view. 
According to a report by Edwin E. Witte, the executive director of the 
CES, “[his] general attitude was that some legislation on social security 
was inevitable and that business should not put itself in the position of 
attempting to block this legislation, but should concentrate its efforts 
upon getting it into an acceptable form.”124 Similarly, Marion Folsom 
of Eastman Kodak, one of the leading supporters of the New Deal 
reforms, argued that “employers must realize that the country is fac-
ing an old-age and an unemployment problem . . . and that legislation 
to meet these problems is inevitable.”125 In short, strategic adjustment 
to a changed political context appears to have played a major role in 
shaping the positions of those business groups that cooperated in the 
drafting of the SSA.126

If we look at the proposals made by the business representatives 
involved in the drafting of the SSA, we can see that they often aimed at 
limiting the scope and generosity of the planned programs. Southern 
employers wanted to protect their low-wage labor market and succeed-
ed in excluding agricultural and domestic workers from unemployment 
insurance.127 Some firms lobbied for employers with occupational pen-
sion plans to be allowed to opt out of public pensions,128 but Congress 
eventually turned down this proposal to avoid adverse selection prob-
lems.129 Business representatives in the CES’s advisory council lobbied 
for employee contributions to unemployment insurance, but the CES 
decided in favor of contributions from employers only.130 In short, the 
changes that these business representatives pushed for aimed at limit-
ing the negative effects of the planned programs on firms, rather than
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promoting the passage of these programs as such. At the same time, existing studies provide little evidence of business groups pushing for more generous provisions than what was demanded by others. In short, the main goal of most business groups, except the small group of welfare capitalists, appears to have been containment.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE SHADOW CASE STUDIES

The shadow cases provide evidence for containment, but not for pacification. The absence of a credible revolutionary challenge in Sweden and the US seems to be the main explanation for the lack of pacification in these two cases. For the US, James Weinstein found that fears of working-class revolutionary movements motivated industrial leaders to back the social reforms of the Progressive Era (ca. 1900–1918). With regard to the SSA, however, business support was motivated by disadvantageous policy alternatives rather than by fears of socialism. In short, the shadow cases suggest that containment is likely to be a more frequent business strategy in welfare state politics than pacification, due to the greater prevalence of reformist challenges.

CONCLUSIONS

This article has shown how political challenges have shaped employers’ attitudes toward the adoption and expansion of welfare state programs. Existing employer-centered studies have focused mainly on sectoral variation, rather than on cross-temporal variation. The article has shown how the cross-temporal analysis of employers’ social policy positions allows us to capture the impact of changes in political challenges on these positions.

The article has relied on three types of empirical implications to test the impact of political challenges to employers’ attitudes toward welfare expansion. First, it used statements by employers’ associations and internal reports to identify the motives behind specific policy positions. Second, it analyzed the stages of policy-making at which employers decided to intervene. I have shown that in potentially revolutionary situations, employers actively promoted social policies and labor participation rights in order to secure political stability. The main exemplars of this strategy are the proposals for social insurance by the CDI and the Baare group in the 1880s and the Stinnes-Legien Agreement in November 1918. By contrast, employers took a defensive stance

when confronted with expansionary reform proposals in the absence of a revolutionary challenge. They typically became active only at an advanced stage of policy-making and promoted policy options that were less generous or less costly. The shadow cases show that containment was also a frequent goal of employers in Sweden and in the US, whereas pacification did not play a major role in these countries due to the absence of credible revolutionary challenges.

Third, the article investigated the relative importance of sectoral disagreements in the reform episodes by identifying the role of sectoral and peak-level organizations, respectively, in articulating business interests in the policy-making process. It found that in most reform episodes in Germany, the national peak federations were the dominant representatives of the social policy interests of business, while sectoral groups tended to take a back seat in social policy-making. An exception to this finding is the Stinnes–Legien Agreement, which was initiated by a group of individual industrialists, although the peak federations approved the agreement in retrospect. The rapid course of events during the revolutionary situation of November 1918 is likely to explain this deviation: their slow and bureaucratic processes of decision making did not allow the peak federations to respond in a timely way. In the Swedish ATP reform, the peak federation was the dominant actor as well. By contrast, sectoral conflicts played a greater role in the US New Deal reforms. However, even in the US case, political constraints were a much more important motive for business cooperation in the drafting of the SSA than the market-regulating interests of the small group of welfare capitalists.

The dominance of the peak federations does not mean that business is a monolithic bloc. However, internal disagreements often had diverse sources and were typically not strong enough to prevent employers from closing ranks when confronted with a political challenge. Disagreements often concerned details of policy design, rather than the ultimate goal employers wanted to achieve. For instance, in November 1918 employers disagreed about which concessions were necessary to pacify the population, but not on the need for pacification. In 1957 business groups disagreed on the policy alternatives best suited to contain the scope of the pension reform, but not on the need to scale back the government’s plans.

The findings of the article have implications for the future sustainability of welfare state institutions. Some have argued that successful
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adaptation to existing policies over time led employers to abandon their erstwhile opposition to labor-friendly institutions, thus causing a convergence of the policy preferences of capital and labor. By contrast, the model presented in this article suggests that with reformist challenges receding in recent decades, business support for social policy is likely to wane. While business will always try to adapt to the institutional environment, adaptation is likely to succeed only in part, leaving enough incentives for counterattacks when reformist forces recede. Several studies on Germany confirm this view. Studies by Daniel Kinderman and by Georg Menz document that in recent decades employers have become more outspoken proponents of labor-market deregulation and welfare cutbacks than they were during the reformist postwar period. Studies of the development of German employers’ attitudes toward unemployment insurance and employment protection, respectively, agree that employers’ opposition to these policies hardly eroded over time and possibly increased during the last two decades.

Thus, if we look at employers’ attitudes over the long term, we see a secular shift against social policy, from pacification, via containment of welfare expansion, to calls for welfare retrenchment. Looking ahead, a recurrence of the kind of political challenges that motivated business to back some forms of welfare state expansion appears unlikely. Today, in the context of fiscal austerity, strategic accommodation is more likely to explain the politics of labor, rather than that of business.
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